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Abstract Nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lym-
phoma (NLPHL) is a distinct neoplasm within the spectrum
of Hodgkin lymphomas with characteristic clinical, mor-
phological, and immunohistochemical features. According
to the WHO definition, lymph nodes involved by NLPHL
should have a nodular or nodular and diffuse proliferation
of scattered large neoplastic lymphocyte-predominant (LP)
cells in a small cell background that reside in expanded
follicular dendritic cell meshworks; the LP cells must also
have a distinct immunophenotypic profile. The LP cells are
monoclonal B cells that are typically CD20, BCL6, CD79a,
and CD45 positive and are CD30 and CD15 negative. In
contrast, the Reed-Sternberg cells of classical Hodgkin
lymphoma (CHL) are typically positive for CD15 and
CD30. However, in CHL, CD20 staining is variable, and
CD15 staining may be absent in some cases. Thus, CD30 is
often considered to be the most distinctive marker between
CHL and NLPHL. In order to better assess CD30 staining
in NLPHL, we reviewed 220 cases of NLPHL and found
21 cases that showed at least focal staining of the neoplastic
cells for CD30. The CD30 staining was often faint, but
occasionally strong, and typically was found only on a
subset of the LP cells. We evaluated the clinicopathologic
features of these cases to determine whether they showed
differences from typical CD30-negative NLPHL and found
no significant difference with respect to clinical presenta-
tion, histology, other immunophenotypic features or out-

come. In summary, we conclude that CD30 expression by
LP cells in NLPHL can be seen and should not lead to a
misdiagnosis of CHL. The presence of CD30-positive LP
cells is not associated with other features of CHL or
unusually aggressive behavior.
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Introduction

Hodgkin lymphomas have many important features that
separate them from other lymphomas. They most often
occur in the lymph nodes of young adults and contain a
small number of neoplastic cells intermingled with numer-
ous reactive inflammatory and accessory cells [1, 2].
Hodgkin lymphomas are separated into two disease entities:
nodular lymphocyte-predominant Hodgkin lymphoma
(NLPHL) [2] and classical Hodgkin lymphoma (CHL) [1].
These two entities differ in their clinical and pathologic
features.

CHL is a neoplastic lymphoid proliferation composed of
mononuclear Hodgkin cells and bi- or multinucleated Reed-
Sternberg (RS) cells that proliferate within an inflammatory
background composed of small lymphocytes, eosinophils,
neutrophils, histiocytes, fibroblasts, and collagen fibers.
The neoplastic RS cells are large with bilobed or multi-
lobated nuclei that have vesicular chromatin and prominent
eosinophilic nucleoli. RS cells are positive for CD30 in
virtually all cases [3], and for CD15 [3–5] in the majority of
cases. The RS cells are typically negative for CD45,
CD79a, and BCL6. In approximately 40% of cases, CD20
may be detectable with variable intensity and present only
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on a minority on the neoplastic cells [6, 7]. B cell-specific
transcription factor, a product of the PAX5 gene, is dimly
positive in approximately 90% of the cases [8]. The B cell
transcription factors OCT2 and/or its coactivator BOB1 are
variably present, and at least one is usually weak or absent
in CHL [9]. Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) is present in RS cells
in 10–70% of the cases depending on subtype. CHL makes
up 95% of Hodgkin lymphomas with a bimodal age
distribution in late adolescence/young adulthood and again
in the elderly. CHL most often involves lymph nodes of the
cervical region followed by the mediastinal, axillary, and
para-aortic regions and is curable in most cases with current
treatment regimens.

NLPHL is a monoclonal B cell neoplasm with a nodular
or at least partially nodular proliferation of neoplastic
lymphocyte-predominant (LP) cells within a background
of mainly small B lymphocytes and scattered histiocytes,
some of which may be epithelioid. The LP cells usually
reside within follicular dendritic cell (FDC) meshworks.
The LP cells are large with oval, folded, or multilobated
nuclei with vesicular chromatin and basophilic nucleoli.
They can be indistinguishable from large centroblasts and
also from classical HRS cells by cellular morphology alone.
The LP cells have a distinct immunophenotypic profile.
The cells are positive for CD20 [10–12], BCL6, CD79a,
and CD45 in nearly all the cases [13, 14]. LP cells lack
CD15 and CD30 and are negative for EBV. The cells are
positive for both OCT2 and BOB1, with characteristically
intense staining for OCT2 [9]. Their immunophenotype
thus closely approximates that of germinal center B cells.
NLPHL patients are mostly young males ranging from 30–
50 years, and the main sites of involvement are cervical,
axillary, or inguinal lymph nodes. Mediastinal, spleen, and
bone marrow involvement is rare [2]. NLPHL is relatively
infrequent (comprising approximately 5% of all Hodgkin
lymphoma), and has a relatively good prognosis with a 10-
year survival of more than 80% [15]. Late recurrences may
occur, however, and some patients may relapse as diffuse
large B cell lymphoma.

In most cases, distinction between NLPHL and CHL is
straightforward by morphology. However, this distinction
may be difficult in some cases, especially those of the
lymphocyte-rich subtype. Lymphocyte-rich classical Hodg-
kin lymphoma (LRCHL) was delineated as a specific entity
within CHL in the 2008 WHO Classification. In LRCHL,
the RS cells have the typical immunophenotype described
in CHL. However, these cells reside in a background rich in
lymphocytes and often occur in association with small B
cell follicles. LRCHL thus bears some histologic similari-
ties to NLPHL; indeed, prior to the widespread use of
paraffin section immunostaining in lymphoma diagnosis,
many LRCHL were misclassified as NLPHL [16]. Distinc-
tion of CHL from NLPHL should be possible by

immunophenotyping, in cases which are not morphologi-
cally distinct. However, the neoplastic cells in CHL can
express CD20 variably, and CD15 staining can be absent in
some cases. CD30 would therefore seem to be the most
distinctive marker between CHL and NLPHL. In order to
better assess if LP cells can occasionally express CD30, we
reviewed 220 cases of NLPHL and found 21 cases that
showed at least focal staining of the LP cells for CD30. A
detailed analysis of these 21 cases is reported to ascertain if
they have distinct clinicopathologic features that differ from
typical NLPHL.

Materials and methods

We retrospectively analyzed the morphologic and immuno-
histochemical features of 21 cases of NLPHL that showed
at least focal staining of LP cells for CD30, from 220 cases
of NLPHL evaluated in our institution from 1998 to
September 2005. CD30-positive cases were chosen by
reviewing the pathology reports of the 220 NLPHL cases
that had been stained for CD30, and any case that
mentioned CD30 positivity or questionable CD30 staining
(i.e., was not called negative) was reviewed. Cases in which
CD30+ cells were present but did not correspond to LP
cells were not included in the study. In particular,
immunoblasts, which are often CD30+, were distinguished
from LP cells. Ninety percent of the cases were submitted
in consultation to one of the authors (N.L.H or J.A.F.). The
morphologic features of NLPHL were evaluated using
H&E-stained slides.

Immunohistochemical analysis was performed on 2 μm
thick formalin fixed, paraffin embedded sections using
Ventana 3, 3′ diaminobenzidine tetrahydochloride kit
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Antibodies
were tested against CD30 (Ventana, Tucson, AZ), CD15
(Ventana), CD45 (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA), BOB-1 (Santa
Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA), CD20 (Dako), OCT-2 (Santa Cruz),
BCL-6 (DAKO), CD21 (Ventana), Pax-5 (Ventana), and in
situ hybridization for EBV (Ventana) was also evaluated.
Appropriate positive controls were included with all
analyses. Staining for CD30 was graded semiquantitatively
as 0 (no staining), 1+ (faint staining), or 2+ (strong
staining). The relative number of CD30-positive LP cells
was graded as rare (<5% of all LP cells), few (5–20%), or
many (>20%).

Detailed clinicopathologic features were analyzed in the
21 cases that showed at least focal faint or strong staining
of LP cells for CD30. Clinical information was available in
all cases from the pathology report and accompanying
referring letter or the electronic medical record. Clinical
information recorded included patient age, gender, sites of
involvement, treatment (when available), and outcome at
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latest available follow-up. Institutional review board ap-
proval was obtained from Partners Healthcare System.

Results

The clinical features are summarized in Table 1. Eighteen
patients were men and three were women, with a median
age of 49 years and a mean age of 43 years (range 5 to
71 years). All but two patients had solitary enlarged lymph
node groups involving inguinal/femoral lymph nodes (eight
cases), cervical lymph nodes (five cases), axillary lymph
nodes (four cases), and mesenteric lymph nodes (two
cases). One patient had both hilar and retroperitoneal
lymphadenopathy, and one patient had a nasopharyngeal
mass. Clinical follow-up was available for 17 of the 21
patients. The follow-up period ranged from 4 months to
18 years (median, 5 years). Detailed treatment plans were
available in five cases and included a "watch and wait"
approach, localized radiation, and systemic chemotherapy.

Thirteen of 17 patients did not show any evidence of
disease recurrence or progression. One patient (case 5) had
recurrent disease in the form of diffuse large B cell
lymphoma and died of acute respiratory distress 11 months
later. One patient (case 17) had recurrence of NLPHL in a
distant site 7 years after the initial lesion and is alive with
no evidence of disease (ANED) 4 years after the recurrence.
Similarly, one patient (case 19) had recurrence of NLPHL
7 years after initial presentation and is ANED 3 years after
the recurrence. The fourth patient (case 21) had a
recurrence 11 years after the initial diagnosis. All cases
showed typical morphologic features of NLPHL with an
entirely or partially nodular proliferation of small lympho-
cytes, histiocytes, and intermingled LP cells (Figs. 1a, b,
2a). Epithelioid histocytes were present in 11 of the 21
cases and focally ringed the nodules. Eight of the 21 cases
showed variable degrees of sclerosis and fibrous band
formation (38%; Fig. 1a). In most cases, this was limited to
a small amount of fibrosis at the periphery of some of the
nodules. However, in four cases, the sclerosis was promi-

Table 1 Clinical features of the patients

Case Age
(years)

Sex Presentation Follow-up
interval

Clinical follow-up

1 58 F Right inguinal lymphadenopathy 5 years Negative clinical

2 9 F Right cervical lymphadenopathy 5 years NA

3 21 M Left inguinal lymphadenopathy 5 1/2 years Negative clinical and radiological examination

4 12 M Right cervical lymphadenopathy 5.5 years Negative clinical and radiological examination

5 71 M Hilar and retroperitoneal
lymphadenopathya

18 years Large cell lymphoma with relapse and NLPHD; died
with ARDS

6 25 M Left leg lymphadenopathy 6.5 years Negative clinical and radiological examination

7 56 M Mesenteric lymphadenopathy 6 years Negative clinical examination

8 54 M Mesenteric lymphadenopathy 5 years Negative clinical and radiological examination

9 25 M Cervical lymphadenopathy 3 years Negative clinical examination

10 67 M Left inguinal lymphadenopathy 3 years Negative clinical examination

11 38 M Cervical lymphadenopathy 3.5 years NA

12 57 M Nasopharyngeal mass 3.5 years Negative BM biopsy and clinical examination

13 55 M Right inguinal lymphadenopathy 2.5 years Negative LN biopsy and CT

14 57 M Right axillary lymphadenopathy 1.5 years Negative CT

15 58 M Left inguinal lymphadenopathy 1.5 years Negative CT and clinical examination

16 56 M Left axillary lymphadenopathy 4 months NA

17 39 M Left femoral lymphadenopathyb 10 years Negative CT and LN biopsy

18 49 F Left femoral lymphadenopathy 4 years Negative CT and clinical examination

19 39 M Right cervical lymphadenopathyc 10 years Negative clinical examination

20 5 M Left arm lymphadenopathy 2 years NA

21 42 M Right axillary lymphadenopathy 11 years Recurrence 11 years later

a DLBCL 18 years earlier; NLPHL 7 years earlier with no CD30+ cells and then relapse of DLBCL and NLPHL with CD30+ cells; died
11 months later with ARDS
b Initial presentation in left axilla treated with radiation alone with groin recurrence 7 years later
c Initial presentation in left axilla 7 years earlier that was CD30 negative, treated with radiation alone, negative clinical examination 3 years after
recurrence
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nent with broad bands of sclerosis and extensive hyaline-
type sclerosis. All cases showed varying numbers of
immunoblasts that were more numerous between the
nodules, but some were scattered within the neoplastic
nodules.

Immunostains were performed on all cases and are
summarized in Table 2. In all 21 cases, the LP cells were

strongly and uniformly CD20 positive and CD15 negative
(Fig. 1c, d). In all cases studied, the LP cells were positive
for CD45 (8/8 cases), Pax5 (6/6 cases), BCL6 (8/8 cases),
and for both OCT2 and BOB1 (8/8 cases), and were
negative for EBV-encoded small nuclear RNA (EBER; 0/9
cases; Fig. 2b). As defined by our criteria, all 21 cases had
some CD30-positive LP cells. In most cases (14/21 cases,

Fig. 1 NLPHL with focal sclerosis and many CD30+ LP cells (case
20). a Low power examination shows focal somewhat irregular, band-
like fibrosis at the periphery of an ill-defined nodule. b High power
shows a predominance of small lymphocytes with few scattered
histiocytes and scattered large atypical LP cells with large, pale, oval,
indented, or lobated nuclei and distinct nucleoli. c An immunostain for
CD20 shows strong staining of LP cells. Only a minority of the small

lymphocytes are CD20+, in contrast to the usual predominance of B
cells among the small lymphocytes in NLPHL. d There is no staining
for CD15. e With antibody to CD30, there is bright (2+) staining of
many LP cells. f CD21 highlights an expanded but somewhat
attenuated follicular dendritic meshwork associated with a cellular
nodule within the NLPHL (c–f immunoperoxidase technique on
paraffin sections)

Fig. 2 NLPHL with rare CD30
+ LP cells (case 19). a High
power shows large, pale LP cells
in a background of small lym-
phocytes. b LP cells and scat-
tered small B cells show strong
nuclear staining for OCT2. c.
With antibody to CD30, there
are a few faintly positive LP
cells (arrows). Also seen are few
scattered immunoblasts express-
ing CD30 more strongly than
the LP cells. d The LP cells are
present within an irregularly
expanded CD21+ follicular
dendritic meshwork (b–d
immunoperoxidase technique on
paraffin sections)
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67%), only faint (1+) staining of the LP cells was seen and
was only present on rare LP cells (Fig. 2c). In these cases,
numerous CD30 immunoblasts were typically present, and
these stained more strongly (2+) than the LP cells (Fig. 2c).
Seven of the 21 cases (33%) showed strong (2+) CD30
staining of the LP cells (Fig. 1e); many LP cells were CD30
positive in three cases and rare scattered CD30-positive LP
cells in four cases. All cases showed expanded CD21
staining in at least part of the involved lymph node
(Figs. 1f, 2d).

Discussion

NLPHL is an uncommon type of Hodgkin lymphoma with
characteristic histologic and immunophenotypic features.
The neoplastic LP cells are typically scattered in small
numbers in a background composed of small lymphocytes
that consist of a mixture of polytypic B cells and T cells in a
nodular pattern. PD1+ T follicular helper cells typically
cluster around LP cells. The architecture and the composi-
tion of the reactive component sometimes deviate from the
classic B cell-rich nodular pattern. Variant patterns include
the serpiginous/interconnected nodular pattern, nodular
pattern with prominent extranodular LP cells, T cell-rich
nodular pattern, diffuse B cell-rich pattern, and diffuse
pattern with a T cell-rich background [17]. Among the T
cells, the CD4/CD8 ratio is frequently elevated. Flow

cytometric analysis frequently discloses a subset of T cells
with co-expression of CD4 and CD8 (double positive T
cells) without markers of an immature stage of differenti-
ation including TdT and CD1a; this likely represents an
unusual reactive or activated T cell population [18]. The
differential diagnosis of NLPHL is broad. As LP cells are
typically present in small numbers, they may be over-
looked, and NLPHL may be misinterpreted as a reactive
process. The nodular pattern may suggest follicular lym-
phoma. If T cells are abundant and the CD4/CD8 ratio is
high, the possibility of peripheral T cell lymphoma could be
considered. T cells with co-expression of CD4 and CD8
may raise the question of T-lymphoblastic lymphoma. Rare
cases of NLPHL with morphologically atypical T cells can
also be mistaken for peripheral T cell lymphoma [19].
Misdiagnosis can be avoided if the pathologist is familiar
with the range of morphologic and immunophenotypic
features that may be seen in cases of NLPHL.

Occasional cases of NLPHL show CD30 expression by
the LP cells, and this finding may raise the question of
classical Hodgkin lymphoma (CHL) [20], especially
lymphocyte-rich CHL, but because of the presence of
fibrosis around some nodules, the differential may also
include nodular sclerosis CHL. Thus, we evaluated cases of
NLPHL for CD30 expression to see how frequently it
occurred and if the positive cases had different clinicopath-
ologic features from typical NLPHL. Approximately 10%
(21/220) cases of NLPHL in our series showed at least

Case CD30 staining in LP cells CD45 CD20 PAX5 BCL6 BOB1/OCT2 EBER

1 +, rare + + ND ND ND ND

2 ++, rare ND + ND ND ND −
3 ++, rare ND + ND ND ND ND

4 ++, rare + + ND ND ND ND

5 ++, rare ND + ND ND ND −
6 +, rare ND + + + ND −
7 +, rare + + ND ND ND ND

8 +, rare ND + ND + ND ND

9 +, rare ND + + + +/+ ND

10 ++, many + + ND + +/+ −
11 +, rare + + ND ND ND ND

12 ++, many ND + + + +/+ −
13 +, rare ND + ND ND ND ND

14 +, rare + + ND ND ND −
15 +, rare Faint + + ND ND +/+ −
16 +, rare ND + ND ND +/+ ND

17 +, rare ND + ND ND ND ND

18 +, rare ND + ND ND ND ND

19 +, rare ND + + + +/+ −
20 ++,many + + + + +/+ −
21 +, rare ND + + + +/+ ND

Table 2 The immunostains
performed on all cases

+ faint staining of LP cells, ++
strong staining of LP cells

ND not done
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some positive staining for CD30 in LP cells. However, only
three (1%) cases showed strong CD30 expression in many
cells, while another four cases (2%) showed strong staining
in scattered cells. This is in contrast to CHL in which Reed-
Sternberg cells and variants all typically strongly express
CD30.

CD30 expression by LP cells has been described
previously in smaller series, although frequencies both
higher and lower than found in this study have been
described. One study of NLPHL showed that 7% (4/59) of
cases showed CD30 expression [21]. Another study showed
19% of cases with focal LP cell staining for CD30; this
relatively high frequency was attributed to heat epitope
retrieval artifact [17]. However, others have not found
CD30 expression in NLPHL, even using enhanced antigen
retrieval [22]; this might be due to a small number of cases
in that series as only 16 cases were studied. As most of the
cases in our series were referred from other pathologists,
there may have been some degree of referral bias selecting
for cases that showed CD30 expression.

The most substantial challenge in many cases is
distinguishing CD30+ immunoblasts from LP cells. Many
of the cases submitted in consultation with a question of
CD30 expression by LP cells in fact showed CD30
expression by reactive immunoblasts. We took great care
to distinguish LP cells from other cells, such as immuno-
blasts, and if a cell was questionable it was considered an
immunoblast. These may be more numerous than the LP
cells and in general show stronger CD30 staining. CD30-
positive immunoblasts were present both outside and within
the nodules, although in most cases they were more
prominent around the nodules. Most of our positive cases
showed weaker CD30 staining of the LP cells than the
immunoblasts, but in seven cases, LP cells showed equal or
stronger staining. However, most of the latter (4/7 cases)
had only rare scattered positive LP cells.

The 21 cases in our series had typical morphology of
NLPHL, except for more frequent sclerosis or fibrous bands
than has been described. Almost 40% of the cases showed
some sclerosis or fibrous bands, but only in four cases (#2,
#5, #10, #19) was the sclerosis prominent. Prominent
sclerosis was reported by Fan et al. in 22% of cases and
in their study of variant patterns of NLPHL and was
associated with recurrent disease [17]. In our experience,
we find sclerosis not infrequently in otherwise typical cases
of NLPHL and do not believe it is particular to CD30-
positive NLPHL, and certainly does not exclude a diagnosis
of NLPHL. CD30-positive lymphoproliferative disorders
have been reported to be associated with c-Jun expression
and activation, which is an activator of the activator
protein-1 (AP1) transcription factor pathway [23]. AP1
acts as a transcription factor for transforming growth factor-
beta which is known to induce fibrosis. Thus, it is possible

that the sclerosis seen in the CD30-positive cases may
indicate an activated c-Jun pathway. It would be interesting
to determine whether the CD30-positive NLPHL cases
have activated c-Jun similar to CHL as cases of NLPHL
were reported as negative for this feature in a prior study
[23].

Other than the CD30 staining, the immunophenotype of
our cases was identical to that typically reported for
NLPHL with staining for CD45 and B cell markers and
lacking CD15 expression and EBER. Thus, in questionable
cases that may show strong CD30 expression by many LP
cells (three cases in our study), the expression of B cell
markers, such as CD79a, OCT2, and BOB1, in addition to
CD20 and nodular aggregates of CD21 FDCs should aid in
the diagnosis. In addition, PAX5 was strongly positive in
the LP cells in all cases studied, while in most cases of
CHL, it is weak and/or focal. The 21 cases had also had
clinical features similar to typical NLPHL. The patients
were predominantly males in the 40 to 50-year-old age
range who presented with localized peripheral lymphade-
nopathy of the cervical, axillary, and inguinal lymph nodes.
The incidence of recurrent/progressive disease in our series
(4/17 cases, 23%) is not significantly different from that
reported for typical NLPHL [24, 25].

In summary, we conclude that faint and even sometimes
strong CD30 expression by LP cells in NLPHL can be seen
in up to 10% of cases, usually in only a subset of LP cells.
In the presence of histologic and immunophenotypic
features that are otherwise typical of NLPHL, CD30
expression, particularly if weak or restricted to a minority
of LP cells, should not be used to exclude a diagnosis of
NLPHL and confirm a diagnosis of CHL. CD30 expression
does not appear to be associated with unusual or aggressive
behavior, although additional studies of patients with
NLPHL would be helpful in confirming this observation.
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